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I ABSTRACT

related thin film solid stale ionicdevicesthatam potentially
Threeclosely

important for applications are: electrochmmic smart windows, high energy density thin
film rechargeablebatteries,andthinfilm electrochemicalsensors.Each usuallyhas at least

I mixed ion/electronconductor,anelectron-blockingionconductor,andanion-blocking
one
electronconductor, and many of the technical issues associated withthin film solid state
ionics arecommon to all three devices. Since the electrochromicwindow has the added

I technical requirement of electrically-controlled optical modulation, (over the solarspecmml), and since research at the authors' institution has focused primarily on the
window structure, this paper will address the electrochromicwindow, and particularly a

i monolithicvariable reflectivity electrochmmic window, as an illustrativeexantple of someofthe challenges and oppommities that are confrontingthe thin film solid stateionics
community.
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A MONOLITHIC THIN FILM ELECTROCHROMIC WINDOW

1. INTRODUCTION l

The objective of this paper is to present a unified, though personal, view of some of the materials
scienceandengineeringchallengesandopportunitiesassociatedwithproducingpracticalthinfilmsolid l

stateionicdevices.Thishasbeendoneby focusingprimarilyon one examplethathasbeenthesubject
S

ofresearchattheElectro-OpticsTechnologyCenteratTuftsUniversity:amonolithicvariablereflectivity
electrochromic(EC)window.An attemptmH be made toanswerthreequestions:(I)What aresome of 1

theimportantquestionsthathavebeenansweredasaresultoftheEC window researchtodate?;(2)What II

aresome oftheremainingunansweredquestionsandlikelyanswers?;and(3)What istheprognosisfor
thefuture,especiallyforEC windows,andcanwe extrapolatetootherapplicationsofthinfilmsolidstate lm
ionics? l

Before specifically discussing the EC window, it should be noted that the monolithic, variable II
reflectivity EC window incorporates almost all of the principles of thin film solid state ionics and ofother II
thin film solid state ionics applications - especially rechargeable batteries and electrochemical
microsensors. All three applications usually employ two mixed electron/ion conductors, an electron- I
blocking ion conductor, aad two ion-blocking electron conductors. Because the a priori desired optical and |
charging/discharging pc ,vet properties are different for the window and the battery, these two devices have
differentmaterialsrequirementsfortheirtwomixedconductingelectrodes,(i.e.,two electrochromiclayers, il
EC_ and EC2,fortPewindow and,correspondingly,an anodeandcathode,respectively,forthebattery). I
In paracular,inthewindow itishighlydesirabletohave a low densityof states,low effectivemass,

chargetransportband,foratleastoneofthetwo electrodes.Thisallowsone toobtaina largechangein fm

theplasmaenergy,Ep,fora smallchangeofinserted/extractedelectronsintheband,orveryefficient II
opticalmodulation.On theotherhand,thebatteryrequiresacathodeandanodewhichhaverelativelyhigh

m

densityofstatesenergybandsso as tomaximizetheamountof chargethatcan be transportedand to
minimize the change of battery voltage as charge is transported. However, for both these applications, as ml
well as for sensor applications, it is highly desirable that charge transport in the two electrodes be

u

relatively rapid, to minimize the time to change: charge states.
mlt

The EC window that we shall review in this paper is a monolithic variable reflectivity EC window I
which has been discussed in previous papers_2_. The primary motivation for rese.axch on this window has

been to reduce energy use in buildings which, in the United States, accounts for approximately 36-40% 1
of the annual national energy consumption 4. Of this energy consumption, approximately one-third is IN
wasted through windows (literally, "thrown out of the window"), and approximately a half of that wasted

energy is by radiation transfer. I
tm

Three major issues have influenced the focus of our research on the EC Window. They are: (i)
Obtain an electrically-tunable, spectrally-selective, optical transmission modulation over the solar specmun I
(approximately 0.4-2.0 lainwavelength); (ii) Develop a structure which can be fabricated economically on II
large-area amorphous substrates (e.g., glass, plastic); and (iii) Develop a window which will be durable

for many years of use (>20 years). _l
I

To satisfy issues (i) and (iii), it was decided to develop a window that was based on variable _

reflectivity as compared to variable absorption, and to use lithium ions to charge compensate for electron 1
insertion/extramtion in the electrochromic layers. To

satisfy issues (ii) as well as (iii) it was decided to I
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develop a completely inorganic, thin solid film, monolithic structure Which could be fabricated by a
reactive sputter' deposition process, as well as by related deposition processes.

t With a variable reflectivity EC window it should be possible to achieve electrically-adjustable,
spectrally-selective, optical transmission modulation over the solar spectrum and well into the thermal and

' 1 far infrared t_'s.With such spectral selectivity it should therefore be possible to: (a) reduce the heating load
II in a building during a cold, but sunny, winter day by transmitting the solar spectrum into the building but

reflect back into the building the thermal infrared; (13)reduce the heating load in a building on a cold

I winter night by reflecting back into the building all radiant energy generated within the building; (c)reduce the cooling and artificial fighting loads in a building on a hot, sunny, summer day by reflecting
away the near infrared portion of the solar spectrum but allowing the visible portion (the luminous

i spectrum-a wavelengthrangeofapproximately400 to650 nm) toenterthebuilding,and(d)reducethecoolingloadina buildingon a hot.butcloudless,summer nightby transmittingalltheradiantenergy

generatedwithinthebuilding(radiationcooling)tothe"cold"nightsky(especiallyinthe_-12micrometer

i wavelength region). In addition to these spectrally-selective benefits, variable reflectivity: (i) veryimportantly reduces the amount of heating-caused strain due to optical absorption in the coatings as well
as in the subslrate (usually a glass pane); (ii) improves the thermal transfer efficiency of the window by
reducing optical absorption (since 50% of what is absorbed is reradiated in each direction - i.e., into and

I of the interior of the and (iii) allows to thinner films with in
OUt building); one use consequent savings

manufacturing costs and in operating costs. Another motivation for the variable reflectivity window
• research is to reduce cooling loads in (stationary or moving) vehicles exposed to undesirable solar gains;

i and recent experiments indicate that a variable reflectivity window can significantly reduce cooling loadsin automobiles s.
a

I To achieve electrically-adjustable, spectrally-selective,optical modulation, the variable reflectivitywindow utilizes two electrochromic layers, in which the population of free electrons (or holes) can be
reversibly varied. This, in mm, allows for the plasmaenergyto be adjusted,which results in an adjustable

i step-like spectral reflectivity function. The step-like reflectivity function has a relatively low reflectivityat photon energies above the "screened" (by the bound, electrons) plasma energy. Ev" (= Ev/x/e.,. where _ .-
is the real part of the bound electron contribution to the dielectric response function), and a relatively high

I reflectivity at photon energies below Ep'. (This is illustrated in Figure 3 of reference 6.) Note that Ev -x/([n]/m'), where [ni = density of free electrum (or holes) and m" is their effective mass 6.

I Shown in Figure 1 is a cross-section of a five-layer configuration for the window. The inner 3layers are comprised of two mixed electron/ion-conducting electrodes, EC_ and ECa, which are separated
by an ion-conducting layer, IC. These three layers are sandwiched between two electronically-conducting

l transparent conductors, TCt and TC2. Although we will review what has been learned about the entirewindow structure, in tiffs paper we wish to discuss primarily what has been learned regarding the inner
three layers.

I 2. RECENT PROGRESS

i 2.1. EC1 Layer (cathodically-col0rin_, DolycrvstaUine WOQ:
Polycrystalline (pc) tungsten oxide (nominally W03) films properly prepared by rf diode

sputtering, (see discussion below), can exhibit a lithiated state near infrared reflectivity greater than 80%.

However. both because of limits on the maximum concentration of lithium (and therefore of freeelectrons), and defects-caused scattering of free electrons, there is an upper photon energy limit. (namely
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the maximumscreened plasmaenergy), on both the spectralrangeandthe amountof reflection modulation I
that one can obtain with polycrystaUine films of lithiated tungsten oxide, pc-Li_W03. Currently, the
practical limits appear to be _proximately 2.5-2.75 eV, (500-450 nm in wavelength), for Ep, and a near l
infrared (at approximately 2 Inn wavelength) reflectance of approximately 80%, for a lithium molar II
concentration, x, of = 0.57. The height and transition width of the reflectance step is determined by the
electron scattering which, in the simplified Dmde models, is described by a photon-energy,independent i
loss, or damping parameter, Er. The smallest value of Er that has been obtained for Li_WO3 films has II
been approximately 0.4 eV for an x value of approximately 0.58.

One important question that our research has attempted to answer is, "What determines the limits i
to the spectrally-selective reflectivity modulation in a variable reflectivity EC window?" Employing the

i

concepts of a simplified Drude free electron model, we have determined that, for EC t = pc-Li,WO3: II

(a) The plasma energy, _, is limited by the maximum lithium molar concentration, xu,
which, disallowing for any further structural transformation beyond the reported cubic phase for
single crystals of LixWO39'1°,is 0.75, because for that phase ali available lithium sites become i
occupied; however, it should be noted, for single crystals of cubic Na_WO3,the maximum molar I!
sodium concentration, xN,-o 1, with a correspondingly higher Eptl.

!(b) E_, = E_/_ is limited by F_, (estimated maximum, for x,.i= 0.75, is 6.2 eV), and the
intrinsic band gap (E_) narrowing with lithium insertion_2,(i.e., the bound electron contribution
to the dielectric response function, _, increases to approximately 6 when E_ decreases as xta lm
approaches its maximum of 0.75); and thus the maximum in Ev"is estimated to be approximately n
[6.2/(_/e,o)],,_= 2.5 eV. (lt is tempting to speculate that one may be able to alter the
microstructure and/or composition by altering the growth process of the films and thus exceed 11

these extrapolated maximum values for _ and Ep'.) |
(c) ExperimentaUy,Er is presently limited to a minimum value of approximately 0.4 eV l/

in Li_W03films, primarily by growth-induced disorder and by extended defects (crystallographic n
shear planese'_3)caused by oxygen nonstoichiometry; therefore, one might be able to grow films
for which Er could be reduced further, (for example, to values < 0.2 eV, as has been observed
for single crystals of NaxWO3tl), and attaining Er < 0.2 eV in pc-Li_WO3films would have

important benefits: e.g., near infrared reflectivities exceeding 90% could then be obtained, and
IIII

with films thinner than 100 nra.
iii

As mentioned above, wehave reported recently that one can depositcathodicaUy-coloring,pc-WO3 i
films which exhibit a lithiated state near infrared reflectivity > 80%7. These films were deposited on to
a heated substrate (approximately 430 to 44&C) under the following conditions: 10 mTorr oxygen
pressure, rf (13.6 MHz) power= 200 Watts, target (Cerac, reduced WOO diameter = 125 mm, and target- Ill
to-substrate distance = '75 mm. The resulting films were polycrystalline, as confirmed by TEM
(transmission electron microscopy) and Xray diffraction studies. The crystaUite sizes, as determined by I
TEM measurements, varied between 5 and 30 nra, with the crystaUitesize distribution peaking close to II
30 nra. The unlithiated fihns have a monoclinic structure, but are highly oriented, with the c-axes of the
crystallites being predominantly perpendicularto the plane of the substrate.Forsmall amounts of lithium Ill
insertion, the Drude energy loss, or damping, parameter, F_,r.,is normally relatively high (, = 1 eV). This I
results in a relatively high free carrier absorption or a relatively small reflectivity in the infrared - i.e.,
there results a "step-like" reflectivityfunction that is slowly changingwith wavelength which only reaches II
a relatively low step height. On the other hand, upon additional lithium insertion, a symmetry change R

4 I
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I (from monoclinic to cubic_) occurs, which we believe accounts for the observed decrease in F-a-to = 0.4
eV, (and a consequent sharpening of the transition and a raising of the step height of the reflectivity

I fimction), with increased lithium insertion. One may therefore infer that if the crystaUite sizes wereincreased, Er could be decreased, even when the amount of inserted lithium is relatively low; and with
such a lowering of Er there would be a corresponding increase in the height and sharpness of the

I reflectivity step-function, or an improved spectral-selectivity and a decrease in the optical absorption, ltshould be mentioned at this point that pc-WO3 has been deposited at ambient temperature by an ion
assisted processt4,indicating that with the appropriate deposition process lfigh temperatures should not be

I necessary to attain a high degree of crystalrmitYand associated high reflectivity modulation.
In addition, recent experiments indicate that there is a bandgap n_rrowing with increased lithium

I insertion 0ithiation) of these films_2.This partially compensates for the optical bandgap wideningaccompanying the lithiation, due to the Burstein-Moss effect t_associated with increased conduction band
f'tUing, or increase in Fermi level. Note that the opposite happens with increased sodiation - i.e., there

i appears to be a bandgap widening as more sodium is added to WO31_.This amplifies the optical bandgapwidening associated with the Burstein-Moss effect. Thus, lithiation of W03 has a beneficial effect for
window applications - it insures that ultraviolet radiation is not readily transmitted through the window.

i (Very likely the difference between me lithium and sodium cases is associated with their different crystalstructures, but further work is needed to clarify the model.)

i 2.2. IC Layer (.amorphousLiNbO_:Some of the charge transport properties of thin films of amorphous (a) LiNbO3 have been
previously reported_6.Subsequent studies have been made on the effects of the processing conditions,

I (particularly the sputter gas composition and the ff power), on the effective electronic resistivity. Theeffective electronic resistivity, <0e>etr, is defined as the product of the 2-terminal large-signal electronic
resistance, R_, and the 2-termin',d film device (or cell) area, A, to thickness, d, ratio, (A/d), (i.e., <P_>ar

__ = R_*(A/d)). The effective electronic resistivity is used because, for device purposes, it is the total seriesresistance (including the effects of potential barriers) that is of interest, not simply the resistance associated
with the intrinsic resistivity of the film. (lt should be noted that having high electronic potential barriers

I at both interfaces of the lC layer should lead not only to high ,P_>af,but also to stable operation atrelatively high voltages, an especially very desirable property for high voltage batteries.)

i_ Although these studies are not yet completed, the resultstodate show that one can obtain films
il with effective electronic resistivities > 10_4 li-cre and lithium ion conductivities > 5 x 104 S/cre.

Currently, primarily to decrease device fabrication time, non-optimum deposition process conditions have

i been used tofabricate window devices. For such devices one usually obtains an effective electronicresistivity >_.2x10_°t'l-cm which, for cells of area _ 20 cm2is sufficiently high to carry out qualitative cell
evaluation studies, (i.e., the electronic current "leak" is sufficiently small that the cells remain in their

i states for a long enough time to permit one to perform single switching cycle optical measurements, but- the leakage is not low enough to quantitatively establish charge transfer and optical state reversibility after
many switching cycles), lt should be noted that we have obtained further evidence for a high <P,.>aYfor
a-LiNbO3 films in a metal (aluminum)/a-LiNbO_/metal(aluminum) structure- such as-deposited structures

i exhibit electret-like effect, in that there is circuit sometimesoccasionally an a persistent open voltage
several hundred miUivolts to several Volts. (This type of a phenomenon also has been observed and
reported recently by at least one other group17irla different inorganic electrolyte, e.g., Li_O-SiO2-P20_.)

I These results indicate that the a-LiNb03 films have very low electron mobility, determined primarily bythe microstructure of the films. However, at this time we shall not attempt to further model the electron

! ,
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I
mobility nor the electret-like effect in these films of a-LiNbO3. I

There remains the interesting unanswered questionas to what is the appropriate model for lithium ml
ion conduction in a-LiNbO3? Glass et al, have reported relatively high room temperature lithium ion m
conductivity(_ > 0.5 x 10.5S/cm) for rapidly quenched glassy LiNbO3tS; and they have pointed out that

there are many orders of magnitude difference in the room temperature lithium ion conductivity between 1
glassy, miler-quenched LiNbO3 and crystalline LiNbO3, with the glassy material having the much higher l
conductivity. Also, recently we have been observing an apparent mass density (p.,) dependence of ota for

low density (65%-80% of bulk density) a-LiNbO3 films: ota appears to decrease as p,, decreases. Also in II
our low mass density a-LiNbO3 films ota is approximately two orders of magnitude smaller than that 1
found by Glass et al. for their higher mass densi_ glassy LiNbO 3. On the basis of these observations, we
suggest the following speculative qualitative model. 1

In highly ordered crystalline LiNbO3, lithium ions are "captured" in oxygen "cages," similar to I
niobium in the centers of oxygen octahedra in Nb205 or in LiNbO3, and are thereby relatively immobile.
In highly disordered a-LiNbO3, many of the oxygen cages are open and the lithium ions are only weakly II
bound to the oxygen of the octahedra surrounding the niobium. If the mass density of the disordered, but 1

stoichiometric, a-LiNbO3 is high, the concentration of loosely bound lithium ions is likewise high, and the

sites for such ions are relatively close to each other. This leads to the possibility of a relatively high lm
lithium ion mobility. However, in low density a-LiNbO3, in addition to a lower concentration of lithium, I;
very likely there are a large number of voids. The voids open further the oxygen network, which probably

leads to considerably longer, tortuous pathways for lithium ion diffusion; and the combination of reduced ml
lithium concentration and longer path lengths could account for a lower ¢ra._in lower p= material, as well I
as why _._ is lower in lower density a-LiNbO 3thin films than in higher density, glassy, roller-quenched

LiNbO3. Additional research is expected to clarify the model.
ml

Therefore, it is anticipated that, with improved understanding of the relationships between the
trans_rt properties and deposition conditions, even higher electronic resistivity Cel014_-cm) and higher m
lilium ion conductivity (_ta _ 0.5 x 10.5 S/crn) amorphous lithium niobate films will be able to be |
practically incorporated into window structures.

2.3. EC, Layer (In_0_, Nb, O_, or LiCoOT): I

2.3.1. lr_.O_and NKQ_ Films - Bi-layers of In203 over ITO (indium-tin oxide) or A1 (aluminum), and of
Nb205 over 1TO or A1 have been deposited by rf diode sputtering. The deposition conditions for the films |
were: T,_,_ = ambient temperature or 200°C; rf (13.6 Mhz) power = 100 Watts; deposition time, t,,**,_
= 120 minutes; target (Cerac) diameter = 125 mm; sputter atmosphere for In203deposition = argon (partial

pressure = 7 Mtorr) + oxygen (partial pressure = 15 Mtorr); atmosphere for Nb205 deposition = argon
(pressure = 13 mTorr); thickness = 400 nm (In2Os) and 250 - 300 nm (Nb2Os); target-to-substrate distance mm

= 55 and 70 mm for the In2o3 depositions and 70 mm for the Nb205 depositions.
I

Electrochemical studies have been made on the bi-layers |92°.Cyclical voltammetry and coulometric m
titration studies indicated good reversibility for more than 1000 cycles; but, in the case of In203, for which

we were able to directly measure the lithium concentration, (by atomic absorption spectroscopy), an mm
unusually large quantity of Li, ([Li]/[In]) - 0.24), was retained. On the other hand, from a TEM m
diffraction analysis, there was no indication of a lattice constant change for a relative lithium insertion
([Li]/[In]) - 0.22 (as determined from an integration of the electrical current). Thus, it is not clear where IB
the excess lithium is residing (e.g., within the native vacant sites2t and/or within the grain boundaries). I

6 !
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Lithium ion diffusion constant measurements, (by the galvanostatic intermittent ttrafion method z_,

I yielded values of approximately I(Ytz cm2/sec for the Ir_.O3 films, and approximately 10"t2cm2/sec for theNl_Os films. Optical transmission studies of the Nl_O5 films indicated that for llthiated f'tlms of Nl_05
(200 nm thick), if [Li]/Nb] was less than 0.15, there was less than a 10% transmission loss in the visible

I spectrum. For IntO5 films there was little optical modulation for lithiation insertions as high as [Lil/[In]= 0.24. These results suggested that both materials should be good candidates for the ECa layer.

In window devices, however, ECa layers composed of either In_03 or Nb20_ exhibited excessive

I electronic depletion when the TCa layer was positively.
biased This resulted in series resist_3ces which

were too high for satisfactory device operation (i.e., the switching times for relatively safe and low applied

voltages were too long to be practical). Because this had not been observed for window devices with ECa

I because LiCoO2 is a hole conductor as well as an anodically-coloring material, weLiCoO2 films, and

decided to focus on using LiCoO2 as the ECa layer.

I 2.3.2. LiCoO_ Films. - Previously, we reported on some of the properties of films of anodically-coloring
LiCoO: that had been prepared by rf diode sputtering from stoichiometric targets, and had been deposited
on to heated (300°C) substrates 23_s. Because the as-deposited films, (polycrystalline - as determined by

I Xray measurements), were lithium deficient, their lower (_s) conduction band was not completely filled,(some of the cobalt was in a +4 oxidation state). This led to significant optical absorption in the visible

part of the spectrum (especially for wavelengths shorter than 600 nm). Also, the amount of lithium that

I could be electrochemically inserted either before or after extraction, was such that the lithittmconcentration could not exceed the original, as-deposited concentration. Thus, one could not decrease the

optical absorption in the visible part of the spectrum by further inserting more lithium. The reason, we

I suggested u, was that the as-deposited films had a defect structure whereby there were immobile cobaltatoms occupying lithium sites in the lithium plane, (crystaUine LiCoO2 has a layered structure with
alternating planes of oxygen/lithium/oxygen/cobalt/ .....). This was proven by determining the oxidation

I state of the cobalt u. The resulting lithium deficiency is accompanied by a reduction in the _t band electronpopulation, (or an increase in the t2s band hole population), which leads to increased band-to-band optical
absorption in the visible part of the spectrum.

I Therefore, the primary problem was to a deposition process
devise whereby the lithium

stoichiometry could be controlled. The desire to solve this problem was heightened by two events: (i) the
difficulty mentioned above - excess electron depletion in films of In203 and Nb2Os; and (ii) recent band

I made which indicated that in fully- stoichiometric LiCoO2 there should be
structure calculations that we

a splitting of the cobalt 3d band into a completely filled lower (t_g)band and an empty upper (cs) band,
and that there should be a band gap > 3 eV between the top of the (essentially oxygen 2p) valence band

I and the bottom of the band (with transitions between the hs and es bands being parity-forbidden) and,e s

hence, fully lithiated films should be highly transparent over the entire solar spectrum, and particularly
the visible portion. (The results of these band structure calculations have been qualitatively verified by

I similar calculations recently reported by Kemp and Cox2_.)

I 2.4 TC Layer:

I For EC windows a low Ep" is desirable, together with the competing requirement of a high dcconductivity. The requirements are competing in that one way to increase conductivity is to increase the

!
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carrier concentration, but this would raise Ep'. Therefore, to simultaneously achieve both requirements, it
is _cessary to obtain a high electron mobility, which can be done by depositing highly ordered films.
Furthermore, the TC layers should be blocking to lithium ions. For In203, 1TO or SnO 2 layers this is not /
the case, (as we and others have been observing for a number of years31). Hence, either altemative TC |
materials must be used, or additional thin, modestly electronic-conducting, but lithium ion blocking, layers

must be synthesized, li
II

2.5. Electrochromic Window Cells Using LiCoO_ = EC,_La3,er.

Motivated by our calculations and experiments on LiCoO2, we proceeded to vary some of the I
details of our process 27. We are now rf-diode sputter-depositing EC window cells with EC2 layers that Iii

exhibit useful visible transparency when the cells are in their "clear,', or "bleached," state. Shown in Figure
2 are, the optical transauission characteristics of one of the recent, small area (approximately 1 cm2) cells I
that have been so fabricated. It should be noted that there is considerable near infrared modulation between li
the clear (or "bleached") state and the blocking (or "colored") state, with an average of less than 20%
transmission in the near infrared (650-2400 rim) when the cell was in the colored state. The data presented li
in Figure 2 were obtained after the cell had been cycled, in vacuum, for more than 3000 times between II
the bleached and colored states. The cycling was done by using a triangular voltage with a period of less

than 200 seconds. Because of an electronic current leak in the IC layer, and because lithium insertion and 'is
de-insertion from the two TC layers is relatively slow, the extrema of the triangular voltage were II
occasionally adjusted throughout the cycling to maintain a qualitative (i.e., by eye) reversibility of the
optical transmission 2s. Cycling was discontinued on this cell to allow a study of its dynamic lithium sl
composition profile by nuclear reaction analysis 29el. We have _ubsequenfly further optimized the |
fabrication process, especially to obtain a higher bleached state transmission in the blue-green part of the
spectrum. This can be seen in Figure 3, which is for another, larger area (20 cna'-),window cell employing lm
a thicker LiCoO2 film as the EC.2 layer;, and shown in Figure 4 is the tramsmissivity for a window cell B
identical to that Of Figure 2, but in which LiCoO2 is only 50nm thick.

II

4. FURTHER DISCUSSION I

The results of Figures 2, 3 and 4 indicate that, by using a reactive rf diode sputtering process, _1
monolithic Variable reflectivity EC windows, comprised of: ECI = pc-We3, lC = a-LiNbO3, and EC2 --- III

LiCoO 2, (or one of the other layered transition metal oxide compounds, LiMe2, e.g., M ---Ni, Cr2S_), can
be fabricated to have optical and electrochemical properties approaching those desired for energy lm
management. Itis also anticipated that, with further refinements of the fabrication process, such windows II

will exhibit shorter switching time and lower switching energy than required. Furthermore, considering

the materials used (all relatively inexpensive refractory metal oxides), these variable reflectivity EC
windows should be both economical and durable. II

From the results to date it appears that pc-We3 films will satisfactorily meet the requirements for II
the EC_ layer of a variable reflectivity EC window; although with reductions in Er and an increase in Ep', II
improved performance EC windows would result. However, because of the relatively low lithium diffusion
coefficient (< 10"_°cm2/s) and the low density of states of its conduction band, pe-We3 is not a good II
candidate material for the anode of a rechargeable battery. In that case a lithium alloy is probably a better II
choice. On the other hand, LiCoO: and other layered transition metal oxides of the composition LiMe2,

where e.g. M = Ni or Cr, appear to be very attractive choices for both the EC2 layer of the EC window III
and the cathode of a batter3?2_3. |

8 |,
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I At the present time, however, there is no obvious "best choice" material for the IC layer for the
EC window as well as for other thin film solid state ionic devices. In the case of the EC window, though,

I there are several important reasons that might lead one to adopt an inorganic electrolyte, and among theseare: (i) inorganic electrolytes usually involve the transport of only a single ionic species; (ii) inorganic
electrolytes lend themselves to continuous, in-line (as compared to batch) manufacturing pxocesses,

I (especially reactive sputtering and related physical deposition processes); (iii) monolithic structures (ascompared to sandwich, or laminated, structures) are readily fabricated with inorganic electrolytes, thereby
avoiding bubble formation and sealing problems during manufacture; and most importantly, (iv) the

I durability of inorganic films is expected to be high, especially with regard to exposure to a wide rangeof temperatures and to ultraviolet radiation, particularly because of the normally low reactivity of
inorganics. Also, the ionic conductivity and the electronic resistivity of inorganic electrolytes usually
increase with increasing temperature, and hence one expects that at elevated temperatures their

I performance should improve rather than degrade as often occurs with polymer electrolytes.

It should be noted that during the deposition of a multilayer monolithic structure there is the

I likelihood of interactions between the depositing and the deposited layers that need to be understood and
carefully controlled. For example, the degree of lithiation of theECt layer of Figure 1 may affect the
stoichiometry and the stress of the IC layer; and the electron potential energy barrier at the interface

I between these _ame two layers may be affected by the deposition parameters of the depositing lC layer.

There still remain two major uncertainties that also need resolution: (i) experimental proof of,

I and a basic understanding of the deposition conditions that lead to, durable or kinetic.ally-stablemonolithic, completely inorganic EC windows as well as other related devices; and (ii) demonstration
' oftheexistenceofone ormore economical,highdepositionratesynthesisprocessesforinorganic

I particularlyfor the inorganic electrolyte). That is, to insure the success of monolithic variable
layers, (but
reflectivity electrochromicwindows, and related thin film solid state ionic devices, basic studies of thin
film materials syntheses and the fundamentals of thin film iolid state ionic materials must continue;

I however, it is also apparent that some attention must be directed to the development of fabrication• processes which are "production-worthy." In particular, a production-worthy process for EC windows
should have the following properties:

I (a) It should economically provide for rapid, highly controllable (including controlled
stress, composition and microstructure profiles), and highly reproducible depositions of large area,
active, and especially durable, multilayer structures, on to relatively low temperature substrates.

I (This includes plastic substrates, which could be used for retrofit window applications.)

(b) lt should produce pc-WO3films having low values of the Drude loss parameter,

I Er, This would have an important beneficial effect on the economics of both producing and
operating/maintaining the windows because it would allow for thinner and less optically-absorbing
ECt and EC2layers, which should provide for. shorter switching times, lower switching energies,

I less strain and, thus, more durable coatings.

To achieve this goal, we believe, methods for increasing reactive rf sputtering rates by a factor

I of ten or more must be developed, or variants such as reactive magnetron sputtering must be developedand applied. Enhanced ion beam techniques have promise as well (e.g., ion assisted depositiont_ and even
direct ion beams deposition techniques).

I Although the technology risks associated with the development of amonolithic variable reflectivity

I
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electrochromic window for managing the exchange of radiant energy between buildings or vehicles and i
their surround have not been eliminated, progress continues on every front and production-processes are
now beginning to receive attention; and it is highly probable that what has been leamed regarding the til
production of research electrochromic window cells by ff diode sputtering can be transferredreadily to II
determining _the conditions needed to fabricate large-area EC windows as well as batteries and other thin

film ionic devices, by one or more of these production-worthy processes, i

4. CONCLUSIONS

!Probably the primary goal Ofthe thin film solid state ionics scientist is to determine optimum ways
to synthesize single and multilayers with highly predictable and kinetically stable ionic and electronic
transport properties. As with thermodynamically stable crystaUine solids, this generally translates into
determining, a priori, not only the composition and structure profiles, but also what growth process should I

be used. However, in the case of thin films, like other kinetically stable solids (e.g., ceramics), there is
an added burdenas well as opportunity - namely to determine the optimum microstructure profile and the I
best way to reproducibly achieve it, in single as well as multi-layers. li

From the above we have seen that, in the case of the variable reflectivity EC window, to obtain II
the desired electronic transport properties at optical frequencies, the EC and TC layers should be highly II
ordered, with a minimum concentration of point defects. Furthermore, for pc-WO3, which is currently
unique among known EC materials, (unique in regards to exhibiting high reflectivity modulation, at least I
over the near infrared portion of the solar spectrtun), the requirement of a high degree of structural order II
puts a constraint on the stoichiometry. In particular, having oxygen stoichiometry is a necessary (but not
sufficient) condition for attaining structural order. This is because oxygen deficiency leads to extended n
defects, i.e., crystallographic shear planes, and an associated undesirable amount of electron scatteringt3. |
We have also seen that achieving full lithium and oxygen stoichiometry in films of LiCoO2 (and other
related layered transition metal oxides) probably would provide for an a priori desired set of optical and

useful for EC windows and batteries, respectively. Icharge storage properties,

, Also, in the case of the IC layer, (of either an EC window or a thin film battery), to obtain high
and <p_>,_ it appears that just the opposite is needed - i.e., highly disordered structures are most 1au

desirable. Additionally, for the IC layer, with appropriate processing it may be possible to achieve high
<p_>_ both by achieving high intrinsic electronic resistivity and by synthesizing electronic potential
energy barriersat both interfaces of the layer. This, in tum, would leadnot only to high <P,>av but also I
to stable operation at relatively high voltages. H

Finally, from what has been discussed above, the structure and composition, and therefore most li
of the physico-Chemical properties, of solid state ionic thin films md devices are sensitively determined II
by the deposition parameters. Therefore, if the rest of the world is going to benefit from the labors of the
thin film solid state ir "ics community, one of the most important research and development hurdles that
r lust be overcome by daat community is to devise production-worthy deposition processes, especially by |
establishing further a basic understanding of the interrelatiomhips between the deposition parameters of

such processes and the properties of the resulting deposited layers and devices. I
II
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Figure I. A monolithic variable refl_vity elect_romic window.

I (TC:= transparent conducting,, EC = e_ochromic, IC = ion conducting.)
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Figure 2. Optical transmissivity for a monolithic variable reflectivity electrochromic
window celliof 1 cm2 area. Composition: TCt = ITO (150 nm thick), ECt = pc-WO3 (150 nm I
thick), lC = a-LiNbO 3 (500 nm thick), EC_ = LiCoO2 (120 nm thick), and TC2 = InaO3 J

(reactively evaporated, I00 nm thick), Ali layers except TC2 were deposited by rf diode
sputtering. TCx (+)to obtain lower ("colored" state) curve. [[
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I Figure 3. Optical transmissivity for a monolithic variable reflectivity electrochromic
window cell of area = 20 cnr_ of the same composition as, (but with the thickness of the

I LiCoO2 layer twice), that of the cell of F'_,ure2. TCz (+) to obtain lower (" colored" state)_. C_rve.
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Figure 4. Transmissivity for a monolithic variable reflectivity electtochromic window II
cell of area = 1 cm2. Composition is the same as that of Figure 2, except the LiCoO: il
thickness is 50rim. TC_ (+) to obtain lower ("colored" state) curve.
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